Abstract: Even today, the automatic digitisation of scanned documents in general but especially 1 the automatic optical music recognition (OMR) of historical manuscripts still remain an enormous 2 challenge, since both handwritten musical symbols and text have to be identified. This paper focuses 
they use a brute-force algorithm which matches the original image with a staff template built up 16 th century pixel-wise, i.e. each pixel is assigned a class selected from background, text, staff line, or Figure 2 . Each page represents part 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The bottom images provide a zoomed view on the upper pages. While the first page is very clean, both other pages suffer from bleeding and fainter writing. The staff lines in the first and second part are very straight most certainly due to usage of a ruler, whereas the staff lines of the third part are freehand drawn.
F 1 -score of around 90%. In general, this algorithm only solves one step in an OMR pipeline, which is 163 why additional steps are required to extract actual staff lines, symbols, or text. 
Dataset

165
As dataset we use 49 pages of the manuscript "Graduel de Nevers" (accessible at the Bibliothèque 166 nationale de France 5 ) published in the 12 th Century. The handwritten music comprises different neume 167 notation styles, only a part is written in square notation, which are folios 2-9 and 246-263. These pages 168 were extracted and further split into three parts that share a similar layout or difficulty based on our written very narrowly yielding the most difficult notation. The third part comprises to some extend 173 very unclear neumes and very wavy staff lines. In our experiments, we will use these parts to estimate 174 how well our trained algorithms generalise onto unseen layouts by not using all parts for training.
175
The GT was manually annotated under the supervision of music scientists. For each stave, we 176 store four staff lines each as polyline whose coordinates are relative to the image. The exact start and 177 end of a line is ambiguous due to occasional severe degradation. We further defined the symbols clef, 1  14  125  500  3,911  3,733  153  25  2  27  313  1,252  10,794 10,394  361  39  3  8  72  288  1,666  1,581  84  1   Total  49  510  2,040  16,371 15,708  598  65 is graphically connected to the previous NC. For example the first neume in Figure 1 
Methodology
203
This section describes the general workflow of the staff line and symbol detection. Furthermore,
204
we provide an introduction to FCNs which are heavily used by the algorithms. 4. construction of a musical notation model.
211
Since the focus of this paper is to output a sequence of music symbols that fully captures the 212 written neume notation of the original manuscripts only the first three steps are included in the 213 proposed workflow. The omitted reconstruction of the output into a modern notation is, however, 214 straightforward (compare Figure 1) . Therefore, our pipeline starts with a scanned colour image and During the preprocessing, first, the raw image is deskewed and converted into grayscale by using
218
OCRopus 6 . The deskewing algorithm was initially designed for processing textual documents in
219
an OCR-pipeline, however it generalises flawlessly on our musical data. only down scales to a factor of 8.
240
In general, the U-Net comprises an encoder/decoder structure that down-and up-scales the input probability distribution over all allowed labels for each input pixel.
246
The network is trained by using a pair of input (e.g. greyscale) image and a corresponding label while the most common white runs denote the staff space, 1 and 3 in the upper example, respectively.
263
We adapt this algorithm, by constraining the staff space to be at least twice the staff line height to gain is only required for the staff line detection but not for the later symbol detection.
268
The preprocessed and normalised image is then fed into the FCN which is trained to discriminate 269 between staff line and background pixels. To prune artefacts, we then apply a horizontal RLE to drop (compare the second image in Figure 5 ). When training the FCN it aims to predict the correct labels 294 pixel wise, which is why actual symbols and their position and types must be extracted in a proceeding 295 step. For this purpose, we first assign the most probable class to each pixel to receive a label map. a space which is why spaces and lines are not distributed equidistant, instead the ratio is 2/3 (see the 303 left zoomed sub figure and for an example the right image of Figure 6 ).
304
To improve the quality of a line, we implemented and tested several preprocessing steps applied 305 to the line image before being processed by the FCN (compare third to fifth image of Figure 5 ). First,
306
we dewarp the line by transforming the image so that the staff lines are straight. Furthermore, we pad 307 extra space to the left and right of a staff to ensure that all symbols especially clefs are fully contained.
308
We optionally use data augmentation that varies the contrast and brightness up to a factor of 2 [−0.1,0.1] 309 and a value of 4%, respectively. Also, the data is scaled with a factor of up to 2 [−0.1,0.1] independently 310 in x-and y-direction. 
Experiments
312
In this section, we first introduce the data setup i.e. how we chose parts for training and testing 313 the FCNs. Then, we evaluate and discuss the proposed staff line and symbol detection algorithm.
314
Finally, we measure the computation times required for training the deep models and prediction. 
Data Setup
316
In general, we report the average value of a five cross-fold as generated by the scheme shown in (compare Figure 7) . Finally, we evaluate the effect of increasing the number of training examples. The second metrics computes how many pixels of detected staff line are hit in length, i.e. whether 346 the prediction was too long or too short (compare Figure 8) detection only predicts wrong lines across a whole staff, e.g. all four lines are too long or a whole staff 370 is predicted on a blank page, as seen in Figure 9 . This is also shown by a precision and recall of 100% 371 in the measure of hit lines. This states, that if a staff is detected all lines are correct. In the following,
372
we will only report the staff line detection accuracy because it is almost equivalent to the staff accuracy,
373
but also includes the metric concerning the exact length of the lines.
374
Applying data augmentation yields no improvements in both metrics, instead the results clearly 375 worsen. However, especially the precision drops compared to the recall. This is justified by errors that 376 are mostly confusions if a staff is bleeding or real, which is possibly caused by the strong augmentations 377 in contrast and brightness levels. 
Results of cross-part training
379
The results of cross-part training with and without data augmentation are shown in Table 4 . In 380 general, it can be observed, that on any split our algorithm obtains an F D 1 -score of 98.8% or higher in PT is used, however not if the data is added to the dataset.
415
In general, it is remarkable that using N train = 0, i.e. only using data of the other parts for training, training on one page of a single part but using data augmentation. Therefore, in practice it can be 418 expected that the staff detection algorithm generalised well on unseen layouts. 
Symbol and Note Component Detection
420
The symbol detection algorithm acts on extracted images that contain a single staff. To extract 421 these images as described in Section 4.4, we generally used the GT staff lines to gain scores that are 422 independent of the staff line accuracy, however in Section 5.3.5, we will also evaluate on predicted main focus lies on the general symbol detection, hSAR, and dSAR, since these metrics do not act on 449 subgroups but on the whole prediction.
450
The upper block shows the results when the resolution of the input line is varied. The bold 451 numbers highlighting the best value for each score indicate that the accuracies seem to stagnate which 452 is why in the following we use a line height of 80px. The dSAR of any part is considerably lower than the value of 86.6% and 87.1% yielded when 469 training on all data (compare Table 6 ) with and without data augmentation, respectively. Also the ratio accuracy Acc clef type of 97.7% in average is also very high. Therefore the network is mostly certain if a Regarding the error analysis, we compare the predicted and GT sequences and count how many 517 deletions or insertions of a specific type are required to gain the GT. We use the model, when training 518 and evaluating on a cross fold comprising all data, which yields a dSAR of 87.1% (compare Table 6 ).
519
Note that in this section replacements are treated as two errors: one insertion and one deletion. Table   520 9 lists eight groups of errors and their relative impact on the total dSAR whereas Figure 10 shows including data loading and pre-and postprocessing steps (see Table 10 ). To process a full page the staff line detection requires 3.7 (CPU) and 3.5 (GPU) seconds, i.e. about 
574
• Our best model finds symbols with an F 1 -score of above 96% and yields a dSAR of about 87%.
575
• Pretraining is helpful but not mandatory for the symbol detection, since the dSAR only increases 576 about 4%.
577
To further improve the staff detection which is close to perfect though, more experiments must 578 be conducted to evaluate the effect of data augmentation which is unclear in the proposed manner.
579
Especially augmentations in brightness and contrast must be reconsidered to allow for more robust 580 models. Furthermore, staves that are detected on background can be dropped by introducing a 581 threshold of minimum symbols per staff, because the symbol detection only occasionally detects 582 symbols on background. Another problem are staves that extend into text or drop capitals. However 583 a symbol detection which is explicitly trained to ignore text could help to determine the boundaries 584 between staff and text because no symbols should be detected there.
585
However, the primary goal of our future work is to further reduce the errors of the symbol 586 detection. First, the error analysis shows that false notes are the main source of symbol errors. Especially 587 the connection and location of notes induces many errors, which however also for humans is a difficult tasks. We propose to evaluate a two stage approach similar to [3] that first predict neumes as combined 589 components and then separates them into individual NCs, however with incorporation of deep neural 590 networks for object detection. Furthermore, to improve the quality of clef or accidental prediction 591 more data must be gathered or over-sampled in the training data either by data augmentation or by 592 presenting these lines more often.
593
A completely different approach which is based on the state-of-the-art networks in OCR is to 594 directly use sequence-to-sequence networks as already proposed by [25] on contemporary OMR. A 595 CNN/LSTM hybrid network with combination of a CTC-loss function directly predicts a NC sequence.
596
The main advantage is that GT production is easier since only the sequence has to be transcribed but 597 not the actual position of each single NC. However, it is to be expected that more GT is required since it 598 has to learn autonomously both the shape of all music symbols, and the staff lines to infer the location 599 of the symbols. It is still an open issue whether this CTC-approach yields in fact improved results.
600
Furthermore, because this approach directly predicts a symbol sequence and no actual note positions 601 relative to the image, it cannot be used if this information is mandatory.
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